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Imagine our surprise when the book’s author Anand Giridharadas dropped in unexpectedly via zoom 
to say hi and join our discussion April 10 about how his 2018 book relates to workplace health!  
 

When we discussed how workplace health is often about “how to change individual behaviors, rather 
than on adjusting organizational or system factors,” Giridharadas related the idea to a phenomenon he 
argues in his book, that system issues are commonly re-casted as individual problems. He used the example 
of dieting to try to lose weight versus a corporation’s choice to buy a discount syrup for their mass-
produced and heavily marketed products. Individuals may consider themselves failures for being unable to 
lose weight, but nobody is casting a light on firm’s decisions to use the unhealthy ingredient because it was 
the cheapest one. Or the example of Purdue Pharma’s 1996 claims that OxyContin was less addictive that 
justified its mass production and sales, yet society’s focus and finger-pointing is on the addicts themselves 
and their drug-addicted behaviors. In the world of workplace health, focusing on worker behaviours runs 
the risk of minimizing or discounting how organizations and systems contribute to poor workplace 
outcomes. The truth is that all facets need to be considered in a comprehensive approach to workplace 
health.  
 

In Winners Take All, Giridharadas provides a critique of the win-win model, where he argues that not 
everybody’s values are included in the win-win territory. He points out that mathematicians identified this 
area ouside common objectives as the “relative complement.” Giridharadas’ example is the company 
“Even” who created an app to “smooth out a poor person’s income” by moving money around rather than 
helping with what the person really needed which was more money, higher pay, or predictable and reliable 
hours of work. Likewise, interventions that organizations sometimes choose to implement for workplace 
health may not hit the areas that resonate with workers. Take the example of a company that removed the 
annual $500 bonus usually given to employees at Christmas, and substituted the bonus for a mandatory 
three-day team building session. Not only were workers unhappy about not having the extra money at a 
critical time of year, they were faced with being away from their families for three days near the holiday. 
Even though the change may have been well-intentioned, it failed. Consulting with the workers is an 
absolute must.  
 

Anand Giridharadas’ varied background as a Harvard-educated management 
consultant in Mumbai, his time as a touring thought-leader, and his years as a 
journalist, writing in India as well as the United States makes his experiences and 
arguments in this book unique. The author first interned as a journalist at 17 and then 
went on to write for years at the New York Times. Giridharadas is currently editor-at-
large and special correspondent at Time magazine.  
 
The book’s powerful critique of the “win-win”, “change-by-philanthropy”, and “thought-
leader solutions in sound-bytes” makes his hard-hitting work incredibly relatable to 
workplace health, even though he did not intend to tackle workplace health directly.    
 
 



Not dealing with desires that lie outside of the win-win area is also related to the author’s critique of 
“change by philanthropy”, where he points out that Carnegie’s essay “Wealth” argues for the right of the 
rich to make more so they can help society more in the ways that they see fit. For example, in “Wealth”, 
rather than giving the workers wage increases, the rich provide for workers’ needs through opening 
libraries or charities. “Small sums would be wasted in the indulgence of appetite, some of it excess….” The 
idea is that the party with the power knows better how to help the workers than the workers know for 
themselves.   
 

Winners Take All discusses how strategic terminology manipulates the landscape. Giridharadas argues 
that “poverty is a welcome topic in the talk circuit while inequality discussions are not welcome.” He 
points out that while poverty is a binary term about one party (the poor) and it is easy to talk about 
“helping the poor”, inequality is a relational term that “flirts with justice and wrongdoing and implies 
involvement of a second party to the relationship.” Like in the author’s world, strategic terminology acts as 
an invisible hand at play within the field of workplace health. Actions to address workplace health depend 
on what you think the problem is. Consider the terms “work demands” and “workload management,” 
where the former is about the work and the latter is about the individual and how the individual manages 
that work. Similarly, the term “psychological” refers to how a person thinks and therefore acts versus 
“psychosocial” which draws attention to the context around the worker. Terminology alone can point the 
way to intervening in workplace health.    

 
The danger of all this is that we may have what Giridharadas argues is in place in broader society—a 

circuit of “thought-leaders” in workplace health where specific messages are more accepted or desired. 
The shorter the sound-byte, the more practical or simple the idea, and the closer it falls in the win-win 
territory, the more likely the speaker is to be invited to conferences that perhaps unwittingly reinforce 
accepted points of view or the status quo. The author argues that thought leaders accept the basic 
consensus and if they are academia and wish to be in the talk circuit, they may tend to frame their ideas in 
the way those ideas will be accepted by the relevant community or the sponsor who invited them to speak. 
Giridharadas reflects on this from his experience as a former member of the talk circuit himself, and also 
from his discussions with his friend Amy Cuddy, a feminist researcher who admits that her power-posing 
topic is more popular for invitations to her Ted Talk (the most famous Ted-Talk of all time) and for 
conference presentations. How women can do better in 
the boardroom by power-posing is what she talks about 
rather than her tremendous expertise and her critical 
analysis of the systemic causes of gender discrimination. 
Cuddy admits to “biting her tongue to [hope to] open 
their ears.”   

 
So if the status quo in workplace health might 

include a focus on individual behaviour change, the idea 
that the win-win is the ideal objective, that the choice of 
terminology can be strategic, and if we have thought-
leaders reinforcing these ideas at conferences, then 
there may very well be missing perspectives on the topic 
of workplace health.   
 

Yes these ideas are hard-hitting (and maybe hard to 
admit), but the author does a good job of backing up his 
views with evidence. We may or may not agree with 
Giridharadas, but Winners Take All is a book that makes 
us think. It opens up our eyes to the fact that there just 
might be other points of view about how to improve 
workplace health and address mental health at work.  


